The Survival Guide

For the latest updates from all over Manjedal, we are your #1 news letter.

Potatoes!!

Market day gets Scouts spending
are just for fun, like paying money to shoot
someone else with a water gun. That’s
right, the Scouts started running a hit man
service. At the end of the day, once there is
no more to sell, Scouts head back to their
site to start the count to see how much their
unit made that day. The final tally is counted
by the Venturer Scouts, and the winning
unit will be announced at the closing on
Saturday morning.

Venturers pealing potatoes for catering

Potatoes, potatoes, and
more potatoes.
Venturer Scouts lent
a helping hand in the
kitchen last night, pealing
several kilos of potatoes.
Not long after this
photo was taken, one
Venturer Scout walked
in and said “We need to
go, someone is looking
for us.”

Darien shows of the cash he has to spend at Market Day

Some say that Market Day is the best day
at Campwest as they get to do their own
thing and it’s a chance to spend some time
with friends from other Units who they may
not have had a chance to see. Others say
that Marked Day is the best because they
get to come up with their own things to sell.
Things like making noise till someone pays
them to stop and selling honkey nuts that
they pick up off the floor. You can truly sell
anything at Market Day, you just need to be
able to convince people to buy what you are
trying to sell.

Have a read of some of the other stories to
Market Day kicked of and the money started flowing.
see what else Scout and leaders got up to
There was lots of options to spend your money on. If you around Market Day.
want food, there’s food. If you want a souvenir, there are
plenty to choose from. Then there are the activities that

Unit Leaders big
plans reveled

We think that this
Venturer Scout was part
of a preplanned escape At last night Unit Leaders
to get out of peeling po- meeting there was a very
tatoes.
important item up for
discussion. How to get rid of
all these extra sticky buns.
This is a very important issue,
and we are very interested to

Scouts invade
Adventure
world

Today is a big day for our
Scouts, with the entirety
of Campwest going off
site. Today will be the
quietest day here at Manjedal as nearly all of the
1000 people on site take
over Adventure world.
If today is the day that
someone wants to take
their family for a day at
Adventure World, then
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find out what their solution is.
Here is what we know so far.
With only a few days left they are
needing to act fast.
There is currently one idea that
seems to be the easiest one to
pull off. Which is, Everyone takes
a box home with them so they can
continue to live of sticky buns for
a few more days. That way it will
feel like Campwest didn’t stop.

Scouts make noise in a hope to make money

feel sorry for them, as 800
smelly Scouts are about to
be let loose, lets hope the
water in the pool doesn’t
turn brown when the Scouts
get in.
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Vincent and Jack trying to make some money

Scouts will try anything to make
money for their Unit.
Sometimes that extends to being so
annoying that someone will just pay
them to stop. Thats the technique
that Vincent has gone with here.
Using a whistle to make plenty of
noise. To stop him all you need to do
is pay him $2. This technique works
best on cashed up adults who only
want a bit of peace and quiet.
Although Jack wasn’t making any
noise, he still got some money, but
only because he needs to deal with
Vincent and his whistle.
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What does the weather look like today?
Today is going to be a sunny one, with a maximum of 26°
The warmest day of Campwest so far, a perfect time to be hanging out at Adventure World

Wet day for some while the rest enjoy the sun
Scouts from V01 started to make a bit of
money when they said that they were going
to dump their Leaders. As a crowd started
to form, more money was being handed
in so that people had a chance to see the
event take place. As 3:00pm approached

Scouts set up the bench seat,
and
invited their leaders to take
their place. This whole time the
Scouts looked way to excited to be
doing this, like they were doing it as
revenge for something.

Campwest Got Talent
takes over main stage

As the buckets of water were getting
ready to be dumped, every Scout
tried to get in there to be involved in
soaking their leaders.

Leaders from V01 got a little wet yesterday

Just after it had ended, two
disappointed Scouts walked over to
see that they had missed the
moment, because they were sent of
to get ice. So the whole thing
happened again, only this time with
ice cold water.

Leaders not zombies

Scouts from across Campwest had a go
at showing their talent to the world last
night, at Campwest Got Talent. The performances had the Scouts so amazed that the
cheer and applause could be heard from
across the site.
Congratulations to all of the Scouts who
got up to perform.

Strange strategy for market
day sales

Given that there are plenty of them around, a box
of sticky buns seems like a great item to sell at
Market Day. The only issue is, who wants to have
more sticky buns, when we have been eating
them for days. Somehow, Scouts selling them for
$2 and some times $4 a bun still managed to sell
out. Some Scouts out there are clearly not over the
humble sticky bun yet.
We still have a day of eating them, so lets see
if those Scouts are still interested in them come
tomorrow morning.

For some leaders this is the first coffee they have had in days

Leaders were excited today to see
that market day didn’t only include
hand made craft from Scouts, but
also real coffee. For some leaders
they haven’t had a real coffee in
days, and were just walking around
like empty shells of a person. Todays
surprise definitely had them eager to
queue for the sweet liquid gold that
is coffee. It was great to see leaders
walking around site not in a zombie
state that had taken over a few days
earlier.
If you ever want to get into a good
business we recommend selling
coffee at Scout camps, because the
leaders are desperate for it.

Luke from the Hub shows of some of the Sticky Buns

A little Boost for the
Scouts
Scouts were treated to a free Boost
voucher with their Market Day
money yesterday, and once they opened
in the morning, there was a line of thirsty
Scouts lining up until the end of the day.
Some leaders even took a chance to get
themselves a tasty drink as they walked
around all of the Marked Day stalls.

Scouts getting their free Boost Juice

